


CONGRATULATIONS on your jewelry purchase. With proper care, your  
lab-grown diamond jewelry can be enjoyed for many years to come.

OUR GUARANTEE & WARRANTY
Pandora will replace or refund Pandora Lab-Grown Diamonds products 
based on any defects in materials or workmanship identified under 
ordinary consumer use for a period of two (2) years from the original date 
of purchase from an authorized Pandora distribution channel. CALIFORNIA 
ONLY: For purchases made in California that are later shipped to the 
consumer, the warranty period shall be TWO (2) years from the date of 
delivery to the consumer. Please retain your receipt or pass it on to the gift 
recipient, as the original proof of purchase is required to make a warranty 
claim. Additional terms apply.  For full warranty terms and conditions, 
please review the Warranty page on pandora.net or call 1-855-922-2600 
and ask for Consumer Affairs. 

 Pandora follows international diamond industry  
 association (CIBJO) standards to ensure that the  
 weight of every stone is always at or above the target  
 we promise. Furthermore, all stones at 0.50 ct. and  
 above are certified by the International Gemological  
 Institute (IGI). IGI gives an accurate assessment  
 of a diamond’s cut, color, clarity and carat weight,  
 according to strict international standards.  

Solely in the event that the stone does not meet or exceed the advertised 
weight or grades, Pandora will replace any such stone with a conforming stone 
of Pandora’s choosing. In the event that a replacement is not available, Pandora 
will refund the value paid for the item.  For the full terms and conditions 
regarding this lifetime grading guarantee, please review the Warranty page of 
pandora.net or call 1-855-922-2600 and ask for Consumer Affairs. 
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Cut defines a diamond’s personality and fire and is a critical determinant of 

its performance, or sparkle. With precise angles, proportions and symmetry, 

every stone we create is masterfully cut to draw maximum radiance.

All of our lab-grown diamonds are excellent cut – reflecting IGI standards.

CUT
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Like a report card on how white or colorless a stone is, diamonds are graded from 

D to Z.  We accept nothing less than near colorless stones, J quality or better, 

making it nearly impossible to perceive any color at all in its iconic setting.
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A diamond’s clarity grade evaluates flawlessness or the presence of inclusions. 

Among the most beautiful in the industry, all of our lab-grown diamonds are 

VS+ - without imperfections visible to the naked eye.

CLARITY

Carat refers to the weight of a diamond, not its size.  No matter which carat 

weight you choose, the quality of the other 3Cs remains as promised.  Pandora 

follows international diamond industry association (CIBJO) standards to 

ensure that the weight is always at or above the target we promise.

All stones 0.50 ct. and above are IGI certified.
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DAILY CARE

Remove your jewelry before showering, swimming or sleeping.

To protect its rhodium coating, please keep white gold Pandora Lab-Grown 

Diamonds products away from hand sanitizer, perfumes and creams.

Store your jewelry in a pouch or soft cloth separate from other jewelry.

Keep your new lab-grown diamonds looking their radiant best with elements 

from our jewelry care kit. Specifically formulated to clean and care for all 

types of jewelry, the kit’s liquid cleaner and polishing cloth are perfect tools 

for the maintenance and care of lab-grown diamonds.

Step 1: Immerse jewelry in the liquid cleaner for two minutes.

Step 2: Rinse with lukewarm water and pat dry.

Step 3:  Buff to a shine with the Pandora polishing cloth using the white side 

on gold and sterling silver and pink side on white gold.

Note:  

Please do not use the Pandora cleaning brush on lab-grown jewelry.
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